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This seminar explores the structural nexus between the “war on terror” campaign and 
the armed insurgencies in India (Naxalites), the Niger Delta (The Movement for the 
Emancipation of the Niger Delta, [MEND]), and Northern Mali (Azawad) in the post-
9/11 context. In particular, it sets out to examine how the post-9/11 discourses on 
counter-terrorism and energy security have rekindled the armed insurgencies that 
respond to the ecological crises (“ecoterrorism”) affecting the indigenous populations. 
 
The discursive limitations in framing terrorism, or even separating it from other forms 
of violence, are clearly inflected in the way the ongoing “war on terror” campaign has 
failed to assess or anticipate the latent interplay of cultural, ecological, ideological, 
and organizational factors that forge the means of counter-violence. Against this, the 
seminar builds on a subset of alternative concepts, namely “necro-nationalism”, 
“binding violence” and “culture of violence”, that help underscore how the longue 
durée of conflicts in India, Nigeria, and Mali have led to the legitimization of violence 
as a normative social practice amongst various insurgency groups – a necessary 
ideological means for negotiating their respective claims over identity, borders, and 
ecological resources. 
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Seminar Plan: 
 
The seminar will consist of six sessions à 90 minutes. Participants are expected to 
read the assigned texts (below) beforehand and lead (as in a presentation, but less 
formal) a session of their choice.  
 
Session Leads: Maximum three persons per session. 
 
The selection process for Session Leads will be communicated via emails once the 
registration for the seminar has closed. 
 
In addition to the readings assigned to the session, Session Leads are expected to 
bring in additional material (e.g., if the readings are theoretical, you need to provide 
some practical examples. If the readings are primarily literary examples, you need to 
provide some concepts). 
 
Assigned Readings/Sessions 
 
Session 1:  
 
1.The Global Politics of Energy Security and the War on Terror: The Case for Market 
Expansion and the Militarization of Global Space by Mazen Labban 
 
2.  The Political Ecology of War: Natural Resources and Armed Conflicts by Philippe 
Le Billon  
 
Session 2:  
 
1. Walking with the Comrades: Gandhi with a Gun? by Arundhati Roy 

https://www.academia.edu/555360/The_geopolitics_of_energy_security_and_the_war_on_terror_the_case_for_market_expansion_and_the_militarization_of_global_space
https://www.academia.edu/555360/The_geopolitics_of_energy_security_and_the_war_on_terror_the_case_for_market_expansion_and_the_militarization_of_global_space
http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/download/12076/8950
http://www.outlookindia.com/article/Walking-With-The-Comrades/264738


 
2. Red Ant Dream by Sanjay Kak 
 
Session 3: 
 
1. Violence, Terrorism and Security Threat in Nigeria’s Niger Delta: An Old Problem 
Taking a New Dimension by Declan Azubuike Amaraegbu  
 
2. Oil on Water by Helon Habila (WW Norton & Company, 2011).  
MUST READ FOR ALL. 
 
Session 4: 
 
1. Orphans of Sahara, Volume 1, 2 and 3. 
 
2. The Regional Impact of the Armed Conflict and French Intervention in Mali by 
David Francis 
 
Session 5: 
 
1. Conceptualizing Cultures of Violence and Cultural Change by J.C. Wood 
 
2. “Introduction” in Binding Violence: Literary Visions of Political Origins by Moira 
Fradinger 
 
 
Session 6: 
 
Open to participants’ suggestions (of reading texts of your choice, or discussing a 
film, etc.) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVvThDX4bbQ
http://www.academicjournals.org/article/article1381825652_Amaraegbu.pdf
http://www.academicjournals.org/article/article1381825652_Amaraegbu.pdf
http://www.amazon.de/Oil-Water-Helon-Habila/dp/0141046848/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1421582270&sr=8-1&keywords=OIl+on+water
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOnUM-cmHAc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbGUCQ1oocg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBLMjGnJreg
http://www.peacebuilding.no/var/ezflow_site/storage/original/application/f18726c3338e39049bd4d554d4a22c36.pdf
http://oro.open.ac.uk/17451/1/Wood,_Conceptualizing_Cultures_of_Violence_and_Cultural_Change,_pre-press.pdf
https://books.google.de/books?id=hOlYGFYH2eEC&printsec=frontcover&dq=binding+violence&hl=en&sa=X&ei=egZnVdfVPIPfU5qIgfAI&ved=0CCAQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=binding%20violence&f=false

